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KS3 Overview
"I am neither especially clever nor especially gifted. I am only very, very curious."
Albert Einstein

The study of science fires students' curiosity about the world around them and whilst at Feversham they will
develop as young scientists carrying out investigations to find their own explanations.
Students will discover how scientific ideas contribute to technological change and how they affect industry,
business and medicine. They will learn to question and discuss issues that may affect their own lives and those
faced by society.
At Key Stage 3 we follow the National Curriculum programmes of study.
Biology: students will look at the structure and function of living organisms, materials and energy, interactions
and interdependencies and genetics.
Chemistry: students investigate states of matter, substances, chemical reactions, energetics, the periodic table,
the earth and its atmosphere and atoms, elements and compounds.
Physics: students will examine energy, forces and motion, waves, electricity and electromagnetism, matter and
space physics.

WHAT QUALIFICATION WILL I GET?
GCSE Biology

WHICH EXAM BOARD?
EDEXCEL

HOW WILL I BE ASSESSED?

GCSE Biology
OVERVIEW
GCSE study in the sciences provides the foundation for understanding the
material world. Scientific understanding is changing our lives and is vital to the
world’s future prosperity.
The key ideas specific to the Biology content include:
 life processes depend on molecules whose structure is related to their
function
 the fundamental units of living organisms are cells, which may be part of
highly adapted structures, including tissues, organs and organ systems,
enabling living processes to be performed effectively
 living organisms may form populations of single species, communities of
many species and ecosystems, interacting with each other, with the
environment and with humans in many different ways
 living organisms are interdependent and show adaptations to their
environment
 life on Earth is dependent on photosynthesis in which green plants and algae
trap light from the Sun to fix carbon dioxide and combine it with hydrogen
from water to make organic compounds and oxygen
 organic compounds are used as fuels in cellular respiration to allow the
other chemical reactions necessary for life
 the chemicals in ecosystems are continually cycling through the natural
world
 the characteristics of a living organism are influenced by its genome and its
interaction with the environment
 evolution occurs by a process of natural selection and accounts both for
biodiversity and how organisms are all related to varying degrees.
Paper1
Topic 1 – Key concepts in biology

The content includes eight mandatory core
practical's. Students must carry out all eight
of the mandatory core practical's listed
below.
 Investigate biological specimens using
microscopes, including magnification
calculations and labelled scientific
drawings from observations
 Investigate the effect of pH on enzyme
activity
 Investigate the use of chemical reagents
to identify starch, reducing sugars,
proteins and fats
 Investigate osmosis in potatoes
 Investigate the effects of antiseptics,
antibiotics or plant extracts on microbial
cultures
 Investigate the effect of light intensity on
the rate of photosynthesis
 Investigate the rate of respiration in living
organisms
 Investigate the relationship between
organisms and their environment using
field-work techniques, including quadrats
and belt transects

Paper 1—1 hr and 45mins
100 marks worth 50% of GCSE
Paper 2—1 hr and 45mins
100 marks worth 50% of GCSE
Students must complete all assessment
at the end of Year 11

Topic 2 – Cells and control

Topic 3 – Genetics

FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES?

Topic 4 – Natural selection and genetic modification

A-Level Biology (depending on entry
requirements)

Topic 5 – Health, disease and the development of medicines

Paper2
Topic 1 – Key concepts in biology
Topic 6 – Plant structures and their functions
Topic 7 – Animal coordination, control and homeostasis
Topic 8 – Exchange and transport in animals
Topic 9 – Ecosystems and material cycles

WHAT QUALIFICATION WILL I GET?
GCSE Chemistry

WHICH EXAM BOARD?
EDEXCEL

HOW WILL I BE ASSESSED?
Paper 1—1 hr and 45mins
100 marks worth 50% of GCSE
Paper 2—1 hr and 45mins
100 marks worth 50% of GCSE
Students must complete all assessment
at the end of Year 11

GCSE Chemistry
OVERVIEW

The content includes eight mandatory core
practical's. Students must carry out all eight of the
mandatory core practical's listed below.
 Investigate the composition of inks using
simple distillation and paper chromatography
 Investigate the change in pH on adding
powdered calcium hydroxide or calcium oxide
to a fixed volume of dilute hydrochloric acid
 Investigate the preparation of pure, dry
hydrated copper sulfate crystals starting from
copper oxide including the use of a water
bath
 Investigate the electrolysis of copper sulfate
solution with inert electrodes and copper
electrodes
 Carry out an accurate acid-alkali titration,
using burette, pipette and a suitable indicator
 Investigate the effects of changing the
conditions of a reaction on the rates of
chemical reactions by:
 measuring the production of a gas (in the
reaction between hydrochloric acid and
marble chips)
 observing a colour change (in the
reaction between sodium thiosulfate and
hydrochloric acid)
 Identify the ions in unknown salts, using the
tests for the specified cations and anions
 Investigate the temperature rise produced in
a known mass of water by the combustion of
the alcohols ethanol, propanol, butanol and
pentanol

FUTURE OPPORTUNITIES?
A-Level Chemistry (depending on entry
requirements)

GCSE study in the sciences provides the foundation for understanding the
material world. Scientific understanding is changing our lives and is vital to the
world’s future prosperity.
The key ideas specific to the Chemistry content include:
 matter is composed of tiny particles called atoms and there are about 100
different naturally occurring types of atoms called elements
 elements show periodic relationships in their chemical and physical
properties
 these periodic properties can be explained in terms of the atomic structure
of the elements
 atoms bond by either transferring electrons from one atom to another or by
sharing electrons
 the shapes of molecules (groups of atoms bonded together) and the way
giant structures are arranged is of great importance in terms of the way they
behave
 there are barriers to reaction so reactions occur at different rates
 chemical reactions take place in only three different ways:
 proton transfer
 electron transfer
 electron sharing
 energy is conserved in chemical reactions so can therefore be neither
created nor destroyed.
Paper1
Topic 1 – Key concepts in chemistry
Topic 2 – States of matter and mixtures
Topic 3 – Chemical changes
Topic 4 – Extracting metals and equilibria
Topic 5 – Separate chemistry 1
Paper2
Topic 1 – Key concepts in chemistry
Topic 6 – Groups in the periodic table
Topic 7 – Rates of reaction and energy changes
Topic 8 – Fuels and Earth science
Topic 9 – Separate chemistry 2

WHAT QUALIFICATION WILL I GET?
GCSE Physics

WHICH EXAM BOARD?
AQA

HOW WILL I BE ASSESSED?
Paper 1—1 hr and 45mins
100 marks worth 50% of GCSE
Paper 2—1 hr and 45mins
100 marks worth 50% of GCSE

GCSE Physics
OVERVIEW
GCSE study in the sciences provides the foundation for understanding the
material world. Scientific understanding is changing our lives and is vital to the
world’s future prosperity.
The key ideas specific to the Physics content include:
 the use of models, as in the particle model of matter or the wave models of
light and of sound
 the concept of cause and effect in explaining such links as those between
force and acceleration, or between changes in atomic nuclei and radioactive
emissions
 the phenomena of ‘action at a distance’ and the related concept of the field
as the key to analysing electrical, magnetic and gravitational effects
 that differences, for example between pressures or temperatures or
electrical potentials, are the drivers of change
 that proportionality, for example between weight and mass of an object or
between force and extension in a spring, is an important aspect of many
models in science
 that physical laws and models are expressed in mathematical form.
Paper 1
Topic 1 – Key concepts of physics
Topic 2 – Motion and forces
Topic 3 – Conservation of energy
Topic 4 – Waves
Topic 5 – Light and the electromagnetic spectrum
Topic 6 – Radioactivity
Topic 7 – Astronomy
Paper2
Topic 1 – Key concepts of physics
Topic 8 – Energy - Forces doing work
Topic 9 – Forces and their effects
Topic 10 – Electricity and circuits
Topic 11 – Static electricity
Topic 12 – Magnetism and the motor effect
Topic 13 – Electromagnetic induction
Topic 14 – Particle model
Topic 15 – Forces and matter

Students must carry out all eight of the
mandatory core practicals listed below. Core
practical:
 Investigate the relationship between
force, mass and acceleration by varying
the masses added to trolleys
 Investigate the suitability of equipment
to measure the speed, frequency and
wavelength of a wave in a solid and a
fluid
 Investigate refraction in rectangular glass
blocks in terms of the interaction of
electromagnetic waves with matter
 Investigate how the nature of a surface
affects the amount of thermal energy
radiated or absorbed.
 Construct electrical circuits to:
 investigate the relationship between
potential difference, current and
resistance for a resistor and a filament
lamp
 test series and parallel circuits using
resistors and filament lamps
 Investigate the densities of solid and
liquids
 Investigate the properties of water by
determining the specific heat capacity of
water and obtaining a temperature-time
graph for melting ice
 Investigate the extension and work done
when applying forces to a spring

Students must complete all assessment
at the end of Year 11

WHAT QUALIFICATION WILL I GET?
GCSE Combined Science

WHICH EXAM BOARD?
EDEXCEL

HOW WILL I BE ASSESSED?
6 exams and 18 mandatory core practical's
Paper 1: Biology 1
1hr and 10mins
60 marks worth 16.67% of GCSE
Paper 2: Biology 2
1hr and 10mins
60 marks worth 16.67% of GCSE
Paper 3: Chemistry 1
1hr and 10mins
60 marks worth 16.67% of GCSE
Paper 4: Chemistry 2
1hr and 10mins
60 marks worth 16.67% of GCSE
Paper 5: Physics 1
1hr and 10mins
60 marks worth 16.67% of GCSE

Paper 6: Physics 2
1hr and 10mins
60 marks worth 16.67% of GCSE

GCSE Combined Science
OVERVIEW
The GCSE in Combined Science should enable students to:
 develop scientific knowledge and conceptual understanding through
the specific disciplines of Biology, Chemistry and Physics
 develop understanding of the nature, processes and methods of
science, through different types of scientific enquiries that help them
to answer scientific questions about the world around them
 develop and learn to apply observational, practical, modelling,
enquiry and problem-solving skills in the laboratory, in the field and in
other learning environments
 develop their ability to evaluate claims based on science through
critical analysis of the methodology, evidence and conclusions, both
qualitatively and quantitatively.
Students should study the sciences in ways that help them to develop
curiosity about the natural world, that give them an insight into how
science works and that enable them to appreciate its relevance to their
everyday lives.
The GCSE in Combined Science requires students to develop the skills,
knowledge and understanding of working scientifically. Working
scientifically will be assessed through 6 examinations and the completion
of the 18 core practical's.

ENTRY REQUIREMENT?
Grade 6-9 in GCSE Biology OR Grade A*-B in
Core and Additional Science PLUS grade 6-9 in
GCSE Maths.
Student will also need to pass an initial
assessment

WHAT QUALIFICATION WILL I GET?
A-Level Biology

WHICH EXAM BOARD?
AQA

A-Level Biology
OVERVIEW
By studying Biology at A-level you will learn to understand the living
world, to think independently, to appreciate the delicate ecological
balance that sustains life on Earth, and to answer fundamental questions
like "what is life?" If you enjoyed Biology at GCSE, and would like to delve
into it in more depth, then A-level Biology is the course for you.
Biology is a great choice of subject for people who want a career in health
and clinical professions, such as medicine, dentistry, veterinary science,
physiotherapy, pharmacy, optometry, nursing, zoology, marine Biology or
forensic science.
COURSE CONTENT
At AS 4 main areas will be studied:

Biological Molecules

Cells

How organisms exchange substances with their environment

Genetic Information, variation and relationships between
organisms.
At A2 you develop the biological understanding with the study of:
 Energy transfers in and between organisms
 How organisms respond to changes in their internal and external
environments
 Genetics, populations, evolution and ecosystems
 The control of gene expression

PRACTICAL ENDORSEMENT
 Minimum of 12 practical's to be carried out by each student assessed
against the ‘Common Practical Assessment Criteria (CPAC)
 Each student will keep an appropriate record of practical work in Lab
books
 A Pass grade will be achieved if students demonstrate the required
standard across all the criteria of CPAC

HOW WILL I BE ASSESSED?
AS at the end of Year 12
Paper 1 Content from any topic at AS
including relevant practical skills
(50% AS Level)
Contains 75 marks and is 1hour 30 minutes
long.
Paper 2 Content from any topic at AS
including relevant practical skills
(50% AS Level)
Contains 75 marks and is 1hour 30 minutes
long.

A2 at the end of Year 13
Paper 1: Content from any AS topic
including any relevant practical skills (35% A
level)
Contains a total of 91 marks and is 2 hours
long.
Paper 2 Content from any Second year topic
including any relevant practical skills (35% A
level)
Contains a total of 91 marks and is 2 hours
long.
Paper 3: Any content from all 8 topics
including relevant practical skills
(30% A Level)
Contains a total of 78 marks and is 2 hours
long.

ENTRY REQUIREMENT?
Grade 6-9 in GCSE Chemistry OR Grade A*-B
in Core and Additional Science PLUS grade 6-9
in GCSE Maths.
Student will also need to pass an initial assessment

WHAT QUALIFICATION WILL I GET?
A-Level Chemistry

WHICH EXAM BOARD?
AQA

HOW WILL I BE ASSESSED?
AS at the end of Year 12
Paper 1 Content from the physical Chemistry topics (excluding kinetics) and Inorganic
Chemistry including relevant practical skills
(50% AS Level)
Contains a total of 80 marks and is 1hour 30
minutes long.
Paper 2 Content from any relevant physical
Chemistry topic (excluding atomic structure
and oxidation, reduction and redox) including relevant practical skills
(50% AS Level)
Contains a total of 80 marks and is 1hour 30
minutes long.

A2 at the end of Year 13
Paper 1 Content from the physical chemistry
topics (excluding kinetics and rate equations)
and Inorganic Chemistry including relevant
practical skills (35% A Level)
Contains 105 marks and is 2 hours long.
Paper 2 Content from any relevant physical
chemistry topic (excluding atomic structure
and oxidation, reduction and redox, potentials and electrochemical cells & Acids and
bases) including relevant practical skills (35%
A Level)
Contains 105 marks and is 1hour 30 minutes
long.
Paper 3 Any content and any practical skills.
Contains 90 marks and is 2 hours long.

A-Level Chemistry
OVERVIEW
Students with a wide range of interests enjoy the Chemistry course.
Whether you want a job in medicine or industry, Chemistry is the solid
platform upon which careers are built. The demand and rigour of an A
level in Chemistry is well
recognised by universities because it acts as a
facilitating qualification in many subjects.

COURSE CONTENT
At AS the main areas studied are:
 Physical Chemistry
 Atomic structure , Amount of substance Bonding, Energetics, Kinetics,
Chemical equilibria, Le Chatelier’s principle and Kc, Oxidation, reduction and
redox equations
 Inorganic Chemistry
 Periodicity, Group 2, the alkaline earth metals, Group 7(17), the halogens,
 Organic Chemistry
At A2 you develop understanding of the three branches of Chemistry by
studying:
 Physical chemistry
 Thermodynamics, Rate equations, Equilibrium constant Kp for homogeneous
systems, Electrode
 potentials and electrochemical cells, Acids and bases
 Inorganic chemistry
 Periodicity, Properties of Period 3 elements and their oxides, Transition
metals, Reactions of ions in aqueous solution
 Organic chemistry
 Optical isomerism, Aldehydes and ketones, Carboxylic acids and derivatives,
Aromatic chemistry, Amines
 Polymers, Amino acids, proteins and DNA, Organic synthesis, Nuclear
magnetic resonance spectroscopy,
 Chromatography

PRACTICAL ENDORSEMENT




Minimum of 12 practical's to be carried out by each student assessed
against the ‘Common Practical Assessment Criteria (CPAC)
Each student will keep an appropriate record of practical work in Lab books
A Pass grade will be achieved if students demonstrate the required standard
across all the criteria of CPAC

ENTRY REQUIREMENT?
GCSE Maths grade 4-9 and 2 GCSE Sciences
at grade C or above.

WHAT QUALIFICATION WILL I GET?
BTEC L3 National Diploma in Applied Science

WHICH EXAM BOARD?
EDEXCEL

HOW WILL I BE ASSESSED?

BTEC L3 National Diploma in Applied Science
OVERVIEW
If you enjoyed studying all 3 sciences at GCSE then Applied Science
offers you the chance to concentrate on some of the vocational aspects
of Science. As well as being ideal for students seeking a broad
background in Science, it also suits those who are self motivated and
prepared to work on portfolio/coursework consistently, and is ideal for
those aiming to go into vocational based work. Scientific concepts are
taught in an applied setting.
BTEC National in Applied Science involves an in depth study for learners
studying Applied Science and supports progression into Higher
Education and employment. This is a diploma equivalent to 2 A levels.

COURSE CONTENT
You will study a total of 8 topics across the 3 sciences including a variety
of practical techniques and methods.
There are 6 mandatory units and 2 optional units. The mandatory units
include:
Unit 1: Principles and Application of Science (Part 1)
Unit 2: Practical Scientific Procedures and Techniques
Unit 3: Science Investigation skills
Unit 4: Laboratory Techniques and their application
Unit 5: Principles and Application of Science (Part 2)
Unit 6: Investigative Project

The course will be assessed by a variety of
assessment methods including external
examinations, internal assessed portfolio
based assignments and exam board set tasks:

Unit 1: Written exam, externally
marked

Unit 2: Assignment, internally marked

Unit 3 : Task, externally assessed

Unit 4: Assessment

Unit 5: Written Exam

Unit 6: Assignment

ENTRY REQUIREMENT?
GCSE Maths grade 4-9 and 2 GCSE Sciences
at grade C or above.

WHAT QUALIFICATION WILL I GET?
BTEC L3 National Extended Certificate in
Applied Science

WHICH EXAM BOARD?
EDEXCEL

HOW WILL I BE ASSESSED?
The course will be assessed by a variety of
assessment methods including external
examinations, internal assessed portfolio
based assignments and exam board set tasks:

Unit 1: Written exam, externally
marked

Unit 2: Assignment, internally marked

Unit 3 : Task, externally assessed

Optional Unit: Assignment, internally
marked

BTEC L3 National Extended Certificate in Applied
Science
OVERVIEW
If you enjoyed studying all 3 sciences at GCSE then Applied Science offers
you the chance to concentrate on some of the vocational aspects of
Science. As well as being ideal for students seeking a broad background in
Science, it also suits those who are self motivated and prepared to work
on portfolio/coursework consistently, and is ideal for those aiming to go
into vocational based work. Scientific concepts are taught in an applied
setting.
COURSE CONTENT
You will study a selection of topics across the 3 sciences including a
variety of practical techniques and methods.
There are 3 mandatory units and 1 optional unit:
 Unit 1: Principles and Application of Science
 Unit 2: Practical Scientific Procedures and Techniques
 Unit 3: Science Investigation skills
 Optional Unit

